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The electric warm water bottle with removable charging unit
SISSEL® Heat Wave provides long-lasting, blissful warmth for several hours
(depending on application). Just hook up, wait for automatic switch off and enjoy the
warmth. SISSEL® Heat Wave is handy, safe, reliable and versatile – use even while
travelling. Refilling is not necessary. The automatic switch off function cuts the power
as soon as the operating temperature is achieved. A 3-layer leakage protection
provides extra safety. The pleasant velours soft touch cover enhances the feeling of
warmth.
Features
I no need to use hot water, no need for dangerous refilling
I convenient and easy to use: plug in, disconnect, go
I stays warm up to 2 hours, under covers up to 6 hours
(see safety notice)
I easy to reheat after the product cooled down
I generously sized
I reusable, environmentally friendly
I At the first applications, a temporary characteristic
odor might occur. If desired, air the product before use.
Technical specification
I 500 W, AC 220 - 230 V/50-60 Hz
I size: approx. 20 x 30 cm
I material: PVC + mercerization/lint
I contents: water; gross weight: approx. 1.8 kg, with charging port/gift box
Operation/use
I Place the SISSEL® Heat Wave on a smooth and even surface.
I Swipe protective cap left or right to expose charging port.
I First insert the charger into the charging port. Then insert charger
into an electric outlet (220 Volt).
I Always unplug charger when desired temperature is reached.
I Remove charger according to illustration. No tearing or pulling of charger.
I Move the cap (protection cap) to its original position.

Venting
A reduction in warming together with an increase in volume can be corrected as follows: Let the product
cool off completely. Carefully remove the cap of the
transparent valve and apply mild pressure onto the
cover. This way excess air escapes from the inside of the
warming cushion. Now re-insert the cap into the valve.

!

Warning! Failure to follow all safety instructions
can result in injuries or death.

Please read instructions carefully!
Safety notice
I The product is for home use and no medical device.
In case of health-related complaints, consult a doctor.
I Please check all components of the SISSEL® Heat Wave for signs of damage
(e.g. leakage) prior to every use. Should those exist, do not use the SISSEL®
Heat Wave (risk of death) and do not attempt to repair it. Instead, contact your
dealer or discard according to locally valid laws and regulations.
I For long lasting applications, for example at night, we recommend applying the
Heat Wave not directly on the body. We recommend using the Heat Wave first
during daytime to get acquainted with the heat before you decide to use it at
night. Please note that the risk of skin reactions/burns may increase with age.
Even without direct skin contact, the product offers soothing warmth.
I Check temperature before use, if it feels uncomfortable (sensitive skin etc.),
let it cool first and wrap a towel around.
I Adult supervision required at all times.
I When temperature reaches approx. 65° C, the power supply will shut off
automatically to prevent overheating.
I Unplug charger after charging.
I Disconnect charger before use.
I Let the product cool down completely before reheating.
I Do not tamper with product or charging cord in any way.
I Do not open the product. Do not consume the fluid inside.
I Do not use on infant, animal or incapable person.
I Do not apply pressure onto the product. Do not sit or lean on it.
I Do not microwave or heat in any other way as intended.
I Do not expose the product to, or immerse in, water or any other fluid.
I Do not use with wet hands or feet.
I Do not use in case of impaired sensitivity and while under the influence
of alcohol or medication.
I Please retain these instructions for future reference and store at a safe place.

Care instructions
1. Only perform surface cleaning and avoid contact with the plug of the charging
port.
2. Do not wash in a washing machine or by fully immersing in water. Make sure
that the SISSEL® Heat Wave is unplugged prior to cleaning. Do not clean the
product before it has cooled to room temperature.
3. Clean the SISSEL® Heat Wave with a damp wash cloth and mild soap water.
Gently wipe the surface with the damp wash cloth and repeat as needed.
Let the product dry completely before reusing it.

Storage
I Make sure the SISSEL® Heat Wave is unplugged and has cooled to room
temperature.
I Store the product at a dry and safe place – out of the reach of children.
Wind the cable loosely.
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